Hit List

Ever wonder what VegNews editors
are obsessed with? Here’s a look at
the media we can’t get enough of.
I’m excited to follow the relaunch of The North
Star—a slavery-era newspaper first created
by Frederick Douglass, and recently revived by
Black Lives Matter activist Ben Dixon and new
vegan Shaun King. With its thought-provoking
articles and forthcoming podcasts, The North
Star is a much-needed publication for those
looking to be more compassionate in every way.
—Anna Starostinetskaya, Senior News Editor

I’m loving the Paw & Order podcast from Animal Justice,
a Canadian group working to change legislation for
animals. Each episode dissects current issues in animal
law and the future of legal animal protection, and given
all the animal-protection laws debated in the House of
Commons this year, it couldn’t come at a better time.
—Nicole Axworthy, Associate News Editor

I love perusing Good Cubed for cruelty-free,
eco-friendly, clean beauty products. None of
their products has been tested on animals, and
proceeds from each beauty purchase are donated
to the Rescue + Freedom Project, which rescues
and rehabilitates animals from horrific cruelty.
It makes me feel extra-good about treating
myself to my favorite vegan face mask.
—Sarah McLaughlin, New Products Editor

In Food Justice: A Primer, Saryta Rodriguez arranges a
collection of powerful essays by activists around the world,
piecing together the seldom-spoken-about connections between
food equity and veganism. The intersections here are a matter
of life and death, and this anthology makes sense of this
contentious movement in a way no other manifesto has touched.
—Jasmin Singer, Digital Director

While hunting for new office wall décor, I stumbled upon Ashley
Percival’s illustrations and immediately fell in love with the
quirky aesthetic of all of his animal illustrations. My favorite is
a hipster-looking pig wrapping her arms around a hen with the
words “Go Vegan” scribbled beneath. So cute and perfect for
adding a little (vegan) personality to your work space.
—Aruka Sanchir, Assistant Editor
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